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This" invention?relates “ tor an ‘improvement’ in" 
tour-kits‘: of “ the: general. ‘type whichiincludes " a;v 
box" fo'rz" the: distribution; display; support‘ and"; 
storage'of‘tools‘provided’ias'a set or’series; The * 
invention~ consistsgenerailyir‘i structural ‘details ‘ 5 
ofttth‘e' box,‘ enabling-its“ cooperation in‘. a * novel : 
mamrer "withrtoor features "of the general type ' to‘ 
be h'ereiirdéscribed'and“also‘enablin'g'the attain 
mentof the objects set‘forth belowr'. 

the’ typewhic'h“ comprise'a ‘handl'e :anwa‘shank" 
projecting“ from" and? co=axia1 71 with’, the handle .' 
and~removab1jrh ?tted‘ thereto; ‘ and ‘ the f tool . set " 

comprises sh’an‘k‘s ' provided‘ with” 11601 ‘elements ' 
Which are suitably differentiated,‘ an‘dJa' hand1e15 
common-‘tathe-*shanksyttfesei‘beifrg adaptewfor 
connection“, to“ and“ removal‘ from‘ the ‘ hand'l'e" 
Wh‘ereb‘YJth‘e several~."jsharrk‘s"may;' from ‘time ‘to “ 
time? as “occasion” may‘ require ;' b‘e'use d-‘with’ such" v 

2*»? 
tling" or‘: marrin'gf, the rb'oxi." with‘, the; contained; 
tool- ‘parts mayjjb‘e "conveniently shipped ‘or carried; 
from’pia'ce'to' place, and,"thelbox'iwhenhopen, will"; 
be" ava?'abTéTor' "advertisingfand ‘sales. display‘, or; 

Th‘uswhen‘ the b‘oir’is open the. di‘s'playgofjtheetool2 
parts ‘will ‘b‘et‘compieté; attractivewandt‘indicativev. 
of-"lth‘ev manner‘. of ‘use; ‘and?th‘e itool "partslwill ‘.b'e. 
accessible"for-“'easy,,arid'fquick jindividual..iremovaL'l " 
andt replacement; withbut?interfe'rencetbyr oth'eri. 
par sr' 

In‘the'accompan‘yingiirawingsl 
Figure 1"is a perspectitecview 0t antoollboxt 

embodying‘mrinvention“ as cldsed‘fonth‘e pure 
poses '“ of ‘ shiitmrent'v~ err-‘of? 'b‘ein'g carried“. by. the.‘ 
workin'en'ffomfpia‘ce‘to pilace: 

for-the purposes .of ‘d?splzitr'orv use; 
Figurees 1is“.awertioar'seetionais‘vievv ‘on the line‘ 

whiche cooperate’ a novel” a-Ird'- advantageous "' 
manner with-$1 projections ‘providedIorr-th‘e shanks" 
andob'ymeans of-fwhiclf-th’e shanks may severally" 
be“ ~operativel’y'='associated’ with"the=*h'andié. 

Figure-41's "a' horizontal "sectional .view along the," 
line 1|1'-ll-‘ofiFigure~21‘v ' 

Fi'gure'~‘5 ‘is""a"fragm'entary horizontéi‘sectibnal " 

Various“toolseconforme to‘ \ the - type" described? 25* The~*-|bbx*"comprises? companion" h‘aif” section's " 

Examp‘léseare?screwdriversy sock‘et’wrenches ‘and spannerss Th'eekit ‘which is' illustrated ‘as -an “ex-= 

ampleeincludes = socket'?wrenehes' of'évarying'i d-iL“ 
ametérss' The“ composition!‘ of the kit’ is; of" 

hingedlyv connected'fanm each“ including :a." side" 
wa1p1=,~‘ the boxi being" opened' “and‘lclosed “by V rel-1' 
ative~movem'ents~‘of“the sections-‘imbbok fashion; 
The ~sideewalls‘il Evan‘ *2 carryf'sets'oFtooI \parts'" 

course? subjeet‘i-to modi?bation‘; according to ‘the ~30FAar-1'diB respéetl‘véli?t?e‘con‘structfon of the sec; 
need 501“- desire 0t fthe-Lu'ser: for" example; theekit 
sh’owm includes ¢ a?serie‘stof‘ socket-wrenches andi 
a screwdrivers 

Th'e '~-' partioui are" means L of-5 connection" between‘ \ 

ferent ftooh‘shanks smayvbe-rinterchangeabiy attest 
to f-th‘e handle-maybe ofri’anyvkn'own; ori'suitablei" 
construction which-"includeswauprojection 'formed1‘* ~ 
one theesh'arrk-ttoxerrab‘le-bitssoperative association 
with-t the» handles- The_ construotiom shown; by! 40k‘ veni'ence‘of fmanufacturetheefront ‘andirear wralfs ‘ ' 
Way oft rexampié, is'that iwhiichl‘ 'iSI-di'scIOsedI in 'de-' » 
tai-l?in‘z. the: :coeperrdihg:v application \for - patent tiofiS 
John N. Petre-wandfJohwlo'i: Olsen», Serial No‘; 
646554;?» now Patent/"No: 25476,?625 d-atedi JulyL 
19%119499; 

Th'eéobj ect» of-v‘the-invention-"is to provide‘ a?toolli 
kit wvhereim the tboxswilli have=1meansfor1thesup1= 
port‘ ofatwoivsets? of 'F'toob (shanks severallyJdi?err» 
entiatediim'eachi set, ‘amigi if desired-,5 an: associated i 

of seachn omrbotkmsetsss~theebbx when:cl'oseol'lW111l i-i 
haslet: maximumrz; compactnessp. amid the J box:1-h'as-1 
featuresoimzsuohi:coopenatiorrzwithr th‘e iprog'ection'ss 
omtheetoolspaizts's-asatocmamtaimisaidzpants :ini fail 

tions Land theearrangementtof’th‘e'sets“beingisuchz 
that i'wh’en’the '-b‘ox~is “opened; “as "sh‘owmm' Fi’g‘ur'e‘ " 
2, any of i"tHe-"'=too1?parts amayw b‘e't-freely'removed ‘Z 
ort replaced.“v The-sections “are otherwise'so ‘con, 

the" relative“ closing -movements'“of"‘th'et sections " 

the: ‘side “rails vareeini ' paraiI‘e'P " planes For “con2 

3 are preferably formed as paral'l‘ér‘?anges pro; 
jeoti‘ngf‘fr'om' the longitudinai-‘edgesfof the‘side 
wall 3| éan'dl itheeto'p'and’ =b‘ott'6m"wa1-1s"4 Jarei‘prefJ 
erab1y=f6rmed?as"paraliel' ?anges projecting' from" 

45“ the '~ transverse“ edges“ of"c ‘the e sme- waif '- 2 I" The r 

tioned-"itoi ~close thieebbxvthe -opposite"wa11‘ L3 ‘vi/11'1"“ 
handlesfmguse. withlzan-yvone '-0f the- tool-shanks - 50=*abut'the~‘sidewal1“2 3adjacent lits? free-“longitudinal 

relation such1asssubstantiaitlmtoe-eliminate‘:rate551i‘! whichywh‘en-?the walr’z’is ‘closed 'agairistthe‘ 
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adjacent front wall 3, may be engaged through 
a slot 8 in said front wall. 
The set A consists of a series of tool" shanks 

9 of uniform length and arranged in parallel rela 
tion, and preferably includes a handle Ill ar 
ranged parallel to the shanks 9 and carrying a 
tool shank 9a which is of the same construction 
as the shanks 9 and, as above described, is re 
movably ?tted in the handle. The shanks are 
provided at their free ends with any desired tool 
elements II. For example, and as shown, the 
tool elements are socket wrenches graduated in 
diameters. The shank 9a. is similarly provided 
at its free end with a tool element I la which may 
be of any form desired, the form shown being a 
screw driver. If desired, and as shown, a second 
series of tool shanks 91) may be arranged at the 
side of the handle opposite the shanks 9, the 
shanks 9b being of the same construction as the 
shanks 9 but being longer whereby they are more 
suitable for tool elements of the larger sizes. The 
tool parts of the set A are arranged with their 
upper ends in close adjacency to the upper end 
of the half section by which they are carried 
whereby when the box is open they may be sev 
erally removed through the open upper end of 
the said half section from the positions in which 
they are normally supported or inserted through 
said open upper end into the positions in which 
they are normally supported. The upper end of 
the handle I9 is substantially in the common 
plane of the upper ends of the tool elements II. 
The set B consists of a series of tool shanks 

I2 arranged in parallel relation and preferably 
includes a handle I3 arranged in parallel relation 
to the shanks I2 and carrying a tool shank I212. 
The tool shanks I2 and I2a are of the. same con 
struction as the tool shanks 9 but are of shorter 
length to enable their use in situations for which 
the longer tool shanks 9 are not suitable or avail- H 
able. The shanks I2 are provided at their free 
ends with any desired tool elements I4, these, as 
shown, being socket wrenches graduated in diam 
eter. The shank I2a is similarly provided at its 
free end with a tool element I4a which may be 
of any form desired, the form shown being a 
screw driver. The set B, in which the tool shanks 
I2 are of uniform length, is arranged adjacent 
the lower end of the half section by which it is 
carried and the length ‘and arrangement of the 
shanks I2 are such that the upper ends of said 
shanks, when the box is closed, closely adjoin, but 
without contacting, the lower ends of the shanks 
9. The handle I3 with its attached shank I2a 
substantially conforms in length to the shanks 
I2, the upper end of the handle I3 being substan 
tially in the common plane of the upper ends of 
said shanks. The location of the set B upon 
the wall 2 is such that when the box is closed 
the parts composing the set B will be positioned 
under the shanks 9. 
Each of the tool shanks 9, 9a, 9b, I2 and I2a, 

as an element of the detachable connections be 
tween it and the handle, is provided at a suit 
able distance from its inner end with a projection 
I5. In the construction shown (which, as above 
mentioned, conforms to the disclosure of the 
Petre and 'Olsen application, Serial No. 646,654) 
the projections I5 are in the form of splines or 
keys. The projections I5 cooperate with ele 
ments which support the tool parts from the side 
walls I and 2 and hold them‘in properly cen 
tered relation relatively to one another. 
The tool supporting elements are designated as 

I 6‘, I1 and I8 in the order of their cooperation 
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with the shanks 9, 9b and I2, the shanks 9 be 
ing supported by the elements IS, the shanks 9b 
and the handle I9 and its associated shank 9a be 
ing supported by the element I1 and the shanks 
I2 and the handle I3 and its associated shank 
I2a being supported by the element I8. 
The elements I6, I"! and I8 are similarly con 

structed, the elements I6 and I‘! being rigidly 
connected in transverse relation to the side wall 
I and the element IB being rigidly connected in 
transverse relation to the side wall 2. The ele 
ments I6, I‘! and I8 are preferably of channel 
cross section and each include opposing, suitably 
spaced, upper and lower horizontal ?anges I9 and 
29, preferably of the same widths as the front 
and rear walls 3. The opposing ?anges I9 and 
20 are provided with registering openings 2I 
through which the shanks are inserted. The 
projections I5 have supporting engagement upon 
the upper ?anges I9; and the ?anges I9 and 20, 
in opposing pairs, cooperate to hold the shanks 
in parallel and properly centered relation to one 
another. The handles I0 and I3 are similarly 
supported upon the upper ?anges I9 and their 
associated shanks 9a and I2a, respectively, simi 
larly project through registering openings 2I in 
the opposing ?anges whereby the handles are held 
in parallel and properly centered relation rela 
tively to the adjacent shanks. 
The element I 8 is preferably of the same extent 

as the element I6 and has the same number of 
pairs of registering openings 2I although, as 
shown, not all of these openings will necessarily 
be utilized. Thus the elements I6 and I8 may 
be made from the same die. 
Assuming a vertical position of the box for dis 

play or use the shanks 9, 9b and I2 are positioned 
with their tool elements uppermost. When the 
box is opened, as shown in Figure 2, the bottom 
wall 4 and the bottom edges of the walls 3 pro 
vide stable support for the box upon a counter, 
Work bench or table. Any of the tool parts of the 
set A may be removed through the open upper 
end of the half section by which they are car 
ried, the tool parts in such movement being lifted 
in the axial direction from their supporting ele 
ment. Similarly any of the tool parts of set B 
may be removed by being lifted in the axial di 
rection from their supporting element, the space 
between such tool parts and the top wall 4 being 
ample to permit such removal. The tool parts of 
set A are replaced by a movement in the axial 
direction in which the shanks are passed through 
the registering openings 2 I, such movement being 
continued until the projections I5, or, in the 
case of the handle, the bottom of the handle en 
gages upon the supporting element. The tool 
parts of set B are similarly replaced. 
The element I8 is so located upon the wall 2 

that when the box is closed the tool parts of the 
set B will have their upper ends under and in 
closely adjacent relation, and suitably offset rela 
tively to, the lower ends of the shanks 9 as in 
dicated by broken lines in Figure 2. Thus the 
upper ends of the tool parts of the set B will 
have contact with the lower ends of the shanks 
9 when the box is tilted or inverted, as may hap 
pen incidental to transport or storage, and by 
such contact the displacement of the shanks I2 
will be prevented. The adjacency of the upper 
ends of the shanks I2 to the lower ends of the 
shanks 9 is of such close degree that the rattling 
of the shanks ‘I2 will be substantially eliminated. 
In like manner the upper ends of the shanks 9a 
and 9b will be adjacent the top wall 4 in a de 
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gree of such closeness that displacement of the 
shanks 9 and 9b will be prevented and the rattling 
thereof substantially eliminated. Thus the 
shanks 9 will be positively held in a position in' 
which their lower ends will, as above described, 
prevent displacement of the shanks I2. 
The box thus provides an exceedingly compact 

container for tool parts of the construction de 
scribed and, when closed, prevents the displace 
ment of such parts and substantially eliminates 
their rattling. When open it provides an effective 
display of the tool parts which may be utilized 
for advertising or sales purposes and an orderly 
arrangement thereof which facilitates their prop 
er selection and enables any part to be freely 
and instantly removed from and replaced into 
the position in which it is normally supported 
without interference by any other part. 

I claim: 
A tool kit comprising a tool box composed of 

companion half sections hingedly connected for 
book-fashion opening and closing movement and 
each including a side wall, the side wall of one 
section being provided with a top wall which ex 
tends in right angular relation, the side walls 
being in parallel planes when the sections are 
closed and the top wall, when the sections are 
closed, bridging the space between the side walls, 
the section which does not carry the top wall hav 
ing an open upper end when the sections are 
opened, tool parts supporting elements mounted 
transversely upon the side wall of the section 
which does not carry the top wall and formed with 
openings having longitudinal axes, an upper set 
of tool parts having shanks of uniform length, 
the shanks in each instance being provided with 
a projection between its ends, the projections 
being located in the same relative positions on 
the several shanks, the shanks being ?tted in 
the openings of the tool parts supporting ele 
ments whereby the tool parts are maintained in 
mutually parallel relation and the projections on 
their shanks have supporting engagement upon 
the tool parts supporting elements, they support 
ing elements cooperating with the projections 
in supporting the tool parts with their upper 
ends in close adjacency to the open upper end 
of the section by which the supporting elements 
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are carried and to the top wall in the closed 
relation of the sections, other tool parts support 
ing elements similar to the supporting elements 
?rst named and mounted transversely upon the 
side wall of the section which carries the top wall 
and at an elevation substantially below the ele 
vation of the tool parts supporting elements ?rst 
named, a lower set of tool parts having shanks 
of uniform length and of shorter length than the 
shanks of the upper set of tool parts, the shanks 
of the lower set of tool parts in each instance 
being provided with a projection between its 
ends, the projections being located in the same 
relative positions on the several shanks of the 
lower set of tool parts, the shanks of the lower 
set of tool parts being ?tted in the openings of 
the second named tool parts supporting elements 
whereby the tool parts of the second named set 
are maintained in mutually parallel relation and 
the projections on their shanks have supporting 
engagement upon the second named tool parts 
supporting elements, the second named tool 
parts supporting elements cooperating with the 
projections on the shanks of the second named 
tool parts in supporting the second named tool 
parts, in the closed relation of the sections, with 
their upper ends in close adjacency to the lower 
ends of the shanks of the ?rst named set of tool 
parts. 

JOHN N. PETRE. 
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